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Problem Statement 
The process of buying a paid slack subscription on a desktop is not is not smooth and 
intuitive for someone who is not familiar with Slack.

• The pricing page on a desktop browser leans heavily on technical specs. It does not 

appeal to people who are unaware of the product.

• The pricing details are unclear for a user in India. 


Note: The mobile browser can also be improved. But we are not going to address the 
problem in this proposal.  


How Do We Know We Have A Problem? 
Features available for different pricing plans are given in a long complicated table. The 
page layout and the value proposition for a potential buyer is not very clear. One has to 
scroll 8 times to understand the full value proposition of Slack before making a purchase 
decision. Screenshots of each scroll of the pricing page along with comments and 
available in this doc . Observations regarding each scroll is mentioned in the table below. 
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Scroll #1 on the Slack Pricing Page

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16ww4pC5r4nhJXGruSTTr875b9IRUkIc832eSjxWJJuo/edit


India-specific offers mentioned on the pricing page are unclear. As a user I would want to 
know the offers upfront and not put extra effort to call up a salesperson to know the offer. 

Scroll

Number on 
Pricing Page

Issue Category of 
Problem

1 The prices are provided in US dollars and the Indian 
user will have to convert the amount to Indian 
rupees in their head. What are the special offers for 
teams in India? The ‘learn more’ button is not 
visible in the first scroll.

Cognitive load on 
customer. 


Lack of clarity 
regarding features

2 Features mentioned are not clear to a first time user. 
For example, what does ‘slack buddies’ mean? The 
term ‘integrations with other apps is unclear’.   
Which are the apps with which Slack is integrated?

Lack of clarity 
regarding features

3 When the page says ‘work with other organisations’ 
it is unclear whether they need to have a paid 
subscription or not. A non-tech person can’t 
understand the value of SAML based single sign on 
SSO.  

Lack of clarity 
regarding features

4 Features mentioned in the table : ‘Domain claiming’, 
‘User management with SCIM provisioning’, 
‘Support for integrations with data loss prevention 
(DLP)’, ‘e-discovery and offline backup providers’ ; 
are unclear to a non-tech user. There is no point in 
putting it out there for a person without knowing 
whether they will understand or not. 

Lack of clarity 
regarding features

5 There is a lot of whitespace. A normal non-sales 
person might not understand the term SLA.  The 
security aspect is highlighted in the table and 
repeated again under ‘Leading the way in enterprise 
security’ 

Poor use of real 
estate. 


Repetition of 
content

6 One has to put in extra effort to click the drop down 
menu and read answers to FAQs. This could have 
been avoided. 

Extra friction while 
consuming vital 
info

7 Social proof for potential customers is coming too 
late on the pricing page. There is a random 
hyperlinked text saying ‘Get more information on 
billing at Slack’. This is relevant only if the customer 
has made up his or her mind to buy the product. 

Poor 
communication.

8 The talk to sales button is repeated and there is no 
significant reason to have a bigger button for this 
action. The customer may or may not respond to 
this CTA after processing so much information on 
the page. 

Repetition of call 
to action 
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Every additional friction point in the buying process reduces the probability of 
conversion. [ Source ] . If I am an Indian buyer, what’s the price offered to me? What’s 
the special discount? How long will I be able to avail this discount? 


Business Case For Revamping The Pricing Page 
The business case for revamping the pricing page can be summarised in four points. 


1. It is aimed at increasing conversions and the overall revenue of Slack, especially from 
the Indian market. 


2. Reducing time spent by user to understand the value proposition of the product. In 
other words, Slack’s pricing page should convince an average buyer about the 
benefits of a paid plan in terms of stories rather than features ( experiences of existing 
customers). 


3. Increasing awareness of offers for teams in India, thereby enabling users in a large 
market to speed up their subscription purchase decisions. 


4. Convince users why Slack is better than other free alternatives like WhatsApp or 
Telegram (indirectly).  

Analysing Pricing Pages Of Other Enterprise Software 
Sites 
It helps to be aware of how other major enterprise sales websites have set up their pricing 
page. Some well known enterprise sales firms include Microsoft, Google and Amplitude. 

It is good to identify their best features and incorporate them in the new Slack pricing 
page.  Note : All these pricing pages are not selling same kind of software product. But 
they are trying to sell an enterprise software. Hence the comparison is valid.


Microsoft Teams Pricing Page [ Link ] 

1. This page does a good job informing the Indian users about the pricing options in 
the currency they are familiar with. 


2. It does not delve into features of the product and explains the best use cases for 
each subscription. This user friendly copy is missing on the slack pricing page. 
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Microsoft Teams Pricing Page (in India)

https://medium.com/swlh/this-is-what-drives-your-customers-away-at-checkout-2add3a4ece2f
https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/microsoft-teams/compare-microsoft-teams-options


3. The core value proposition is sold in 5 scrolls [ as opposed to 7 scrolls on Slack’s 
pricing page] .


4. Chat, mail, call and FAQ sections can be accessed through easily recognisable 
icons in the first scroll of the pricing page. 


Google Workspace Pricing Page [ Link ] 

1. This pricing page tells the user about the most popular feature straightaway, 
reducing the cognitive load while picking a plan.


2. The prices are mentioned in Indian rupees, thereby making it easier for an Indian 
user to think in his/her currency and making a decision faster. 


3. The chatbot has friendly call to action inviting the user to ask questions if any. 
[Unlike a transactional ‘Talk To Sales’ button on Slack’s pricing page]


4. All key features of the product are communicated through icons. In one glance, 
entire product suite is introduced to the user. It helps to be google as these icons 
are already known to consumers. 


5. The core value proposition is sold in 5 scrolls [ as opposed to 7 scrolls on Slack’s 
pricing page] .


 
Amplitude Pricing Page [ Link ] 
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Google Workspace Pricing Page (in India)

Amplitude Pricing Page (in India)

https://workspace.google.com/intl/en_in/pricing.html


1. The page provides just three options with clear call to action below them (Get 
started or Contact Sales) . [Unlike 4 options provided by Slack. It reduces the 
cognitive load while making a choice] 


2. Core value proposition is sold in three scrolls [ Unlike 7 scrolls for Slack’s pricing 
page] 


3. There is no need to click an additional button to read FAQs on Amplitude’s pricing 
page. The questions and answers are visible without additional clicks [Unlike a 
dropdown menu seen on Slack’s pricing page] 


4. There is a friendly chatbot that invites you to ask questions if any. [Unlike a 
transactional ‘Talk To Sales’ button on Slack’s pricing page]


User Personas and Stories 
Vishak, Team lead/Manager at a big software organisation : 30 year old, tech savvy 
unmarried guy. Leads a software team of 30 people. He lives in Bengaluru and buys the 
latest iPhone whenever it is released.  

Quote from Vishak: “I am currently using WhatsApp as a tool to manage my team’s work. 
Though I get quick response, I feel that the tool is very cluttered. I have to dig into old 
threads to find information shared earlier. New team members are unaware of legacy 
information that is already available on the group. I am not a fan of big email threads 
either.” 


Deepa, VP of HR in a manufacturing organisation: 45 year old tech Open to new ideas. 
Has innovative problem solving approach. She is also a mother two teenagers. Uses the 
latest Samsung phone but doesn’t know most of its features. 


Quote from Deepa: “I hear a lot of complaints about managers invading employees 
private time by contacting them on WhatsApp at ungodly hours.This should not happen. I 
am very keen about changing the work environment and culture at my organisation. At the 
same time, I want employees to communicate effectively and get work done without 
hassles.” 


Srinivas, VP of finance in a established Telecom company: 55 year old. Conservative 
guy who is critical of tech fads. He has a married son and barely understands Genz 
workers. He feels that Nokia was the best phone company on earth and Apple devices 
are just a waste of money. Often prefers FDs over Stocks. 


Quote from Srinivas : “I don’t see the need to buy another chat tool for communication 
within the organisation. There are so many free chat tools out there. Telegram, Signal, 
WhatsApp and Google Hangouts. What’s the need for another tool? Is Google Workspace 
not enough? Emails are far more effective in my opinion. Why should I be adding this 
expense in my budget?” 


From these user stories we can understand that there are three categories people that a 
pricing page should cater. The first kind of person is tech savvy and easy to convince. 
The second kind of person is not tech savvy, but can be convinced if the company tells a 
compelling story. The third kind of person is not ready to spend on an office 
communication software and needs to know evidence of the solution benefitting other 
well known companies to even consider the purchase.  
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Macro Level Approach Towards The Solution 
 
Improving Slack’s pricing page can be accomplished through by thinking along these 
lines.


1. Adopt best features of pricing pages of other enterprise softwares. Ensure that users 
understand the value proposition of Slack quickly when they open the pricing page. 


2. Provide social proof and educate tech-handicapped, conservative leaders who might 
visit the pricing page. 


3. Develop an India specific pricing page with costs mentioned in INR. Same layout can 
be shown in US and other markets with local currencies. 


4. Sell the core value of Slack in just one scroll. Tell compelling success stories to 
convince fence sitters and skeptics. 


Possible Layouts For The Revamped Pricing Page 

Option 1 : Highlight Social Proof and Simplify Feature Descriptions 
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Option 2 : Highlight Social Proof, Add Video, Providing INR Pricing and Simplify Feature 
Descriptions 

Note: The ticket size of the subscription is quite low for an organisation that would 
potentially buy the subscription. Doesn’t make sense to provide an offer on top of it. So, 
the revamped pricing page will highlight the value of the subscription rather than any offer 
for the consumers. 


Additional feature to be added : If the user spends at least 2 minutes on the page, he/she 
can be asked to answer a NPS question to understand the effectiveness of the solution. 
Question can be: 


Did this page help you make a purchase decision? 

• Yes, I made a decision 

• Informative, but not helpful

• This page is confusing

• It’s not at all helpful
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Details of the comparison between these two options are provided in a table below. 


Testing, Success Criteria and Launch Plan  
It is hard to attribute success or failure of the new layout to the new layout alone. 
Business cycles, prior recommendations and other factors can contribute to the 
improvement in conversion. By changing the pricing page, we want to get more paid 
users. But increasing interaction with call to action buttons is also a good metric that can 
aid the business. 


Call to action buttons that can be tracked are:


• Contact sales

• Interaction with the chatbot


Revamped Page 
Option

Pros Cons Overall Score

Option 1 The features are explained in 
layman language (+5)


FAQ, Youtube Channel, Call/
Mail icons are provided upfront  
(+5) 


Call to action for trying the 
product is on top.  (+2)


Social proof is provided on top.  
(+5)

Those who need technical 
info will not find it easily. (-2)


Page is feature dense. (-3)


Pricing details are not 
provided. India specific offer 
is removed (-2)


In spite of simplicity of 
feature descriptions, user is 
still not sure what to 
purchase. (-1)

9

Option 2 The features are explained in 
layman language. (+5)


FAQ, Youtube Channel, Call/
Mail icons are provided upfront. 
(+5)


Call to action for trying the 
product is on top. (+2)


Social proof is provided on top. 
In addition to article links, a 
video with a quote is provided. 
Video mode is usually more 
persuasive while selling. (+6)


Pricing is provided in INR. It 
can be changed to different 
currencies in different countries 
(+1) 


Most popular option is 
highlighted clearly. (+1) 

Page is feature dense (-5)


The India specific offer has 
been removed. (-1)


14
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• Start your free trial

• Read 

• Watch


Activity on these buttons could eventually lead to conversions. So, the north star metric to 
track can be a weighted score tracking the activity on the three buttons mentioned above 
(contact sales, interaction with the chatbot, start your free trial). It makes sense to provide 
more weight to start free trial button that results in an activated user. The user funnel on 
each of these buttons can be further broken down and scores can be assigned to each 
step. As a PM, I would consult other stakeholders while working out the finer details.


At the end of the page, we can ask the users to assign a score to the page. The question 
can be framed in many ways. But this is one of the options. 


Did this page help you make a purchase decision? 

• Yes, I made a decision (9-10)

• Informative, but not helpful (7-8)

• This page is confusing (4-6)

• It’s not at all helpful (0-4)]


Testing of different options can be done in three ways. 


Option 1: We can do a parallel test of all options for a period of three months. Layout 1 
can be shown to 33% of the visitors. Layout 2 can be shown to 33% of the visitors. 
Existing version can be shown to 34% of the visitors. The  versions that are shown to 
visitors can be randomised. Metrics can be tracked and a final call can be taken on that 
basis. 


Option 2: We can A/B test only the second option which we believe is much better. This 
test can be run for three months before taking a call. 80% of the users who open the 
pricing page can be shown the existing version and the 20% of the visitors who open the 
page can be shown the new version. 


Option 3: We can do a user test where we show three different pricing pages (i.e. existing 
page, option 1 and option 2)  to visitors who don’t know Slack and see their response. 
Based on the feedback of this group we can launch the winning option for an A/B test.  
80% of the users who open the pricing page can be shown the existing version and the 
20% of the visitors who open the page can be shown the new version.


Sl 
No

Option Ease of 
Implementation

Confidence Success criteria 
for launch after 
A/B Test

1 Conduct an A/B test for 30 
percent of the users. All three 
variants can be tested and 
the best performing option 
can be chosen.

Hard Medium 10% rise in time 
spent on the 
pricing page in 
comparison to 
existing layout
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Timelines  
A broad outline of timelines is listed below. This can be tweaked based on the size of the 
teams and other constraints in the organisation.  


2 Conduct A/B test of option 3 
alone in comparison to the 
existing layout. [50-50 split]

Easy Medium 10% Improvement 
in users clicking 
on any CTAs in 
comparison to 
existing layout


2% improvement 
in online 
conversions in 
comparison to 
existing layout


10% better NPS 
for the page

3 Conduct a focus group or a 
user testing. All three layouts 
can be shown to users. See 
which option is performing 
the best and then launch it for 
A/B test.

Medium High

Sl 
No

Option Ease of 
Implementation

Confidence Success criteria 
for launch after 
A/B Test

Task Deadline 
For V1

Review 
Loops

Final 
Version 

Total 
Time

Teams involved (in 
addition to the 
product team

Front end design of 
different versions of 
pricing page

2 weeks 2 weeks 1 week 5 weeks Graphic Design, Front 
end developers, UI 
content writers, 
Marketing team, 
Pricing/finance teams

Backend design of 
different Versions of 
pricing pages

2 weeks 2 weeks 1 week 5 weeks Data management 
team, Backend 
developers, Frontend 
developers, Data 
scientists

User testing with 
focus group

NA
 NA NA 3 -5 
days

Marketing team, User 
experience 
researchers

A/B test NA NA NA 3 
months

Marketing team, 
Finance team, Data 
scientists
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Risks and Challenges 
These risks can be anticipated while making a change in the pricing page of Slack. 
Adequate prioritisation and stress testing needs to be done to ensure that the impact of 
risks are minimised. The Slack user base might be restricted to tech-savvy users even 
after changes in the pricing page. It may not result in conversions. 


• The business could lose potential customers by removing technical details from the 
pricing page during the A/B test period. In this case, we need to think of new products 
for different customer segments. 


• The development team might miss out other great product opportunities while working 
on the pricing page revamp.  


• Bugs not detected during the development phase in the new pricing page could 
adversely affect the revenue or user experience during checkout. 
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